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FOLK NARRATIVES AND LEGENDS AS
SOURCES OF WIDESPREAD IDIOMS: TOWARD
A LEXICON OF COMMON FIGURATIVE UNITS
Elisabeth Piirainen
Abstract: The subject matter of this article is widespread idioms originating
from folk tales and old legends that once were elements of the folklore of various
European language communities but later fell into oblivion. The motifs of these
tales survived in currently known idioms of many languages of Europe and
beyond and thus contribute to constituting a part of the Lexicon of Common
Figurative Units.
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NARRATIVES AND FIGURATIVE UNITS OF THE LEXICON
It is a well-known fact in folklore and paremiology that various genres of verbal folklore like fairy tales, legends, riddles etc., on the one hand, and figurative units of the lexicon (i.e. proverbs and proverbial phrases, the latter also
known as idioms) on the other, are often inextricably interrelated with each
other. Several studies have been devoted to the interrelation between narratives and their “zerograde” truncated forms (German Schwundstufe) in proverbs and idioms (e.g. Röhrich 1960; Mieder 1986), and the mutual relationship between proverbial expressions and narratives, especially fables, has been
a matter of intensive semiotic and inter-textual research (cf. Perry 1959;
Permiakov 1979, Grzybek 1989; Carnes 1988, 1991, among others). A tale in
its simplest form can be identical with a proverb, with the relationship going in
both directions. On the one hand, stories (particularly fables) have been derived from already existing proverbs, from antiquity up to early modern times.
On the other hand, a story in its summarised form can live on in a proverb or
an idiom, even if the knowledge of this story has been forgotten for a long
time.
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It is generally less known that there are various idioms of this latter kind:
idioms originating from allusions to folk narrations, comical tales, legends,
etc., which once were widespread and well-known across several European
languages but fell into oblivion in the course of history. These narratives (i.e.
their truncated forms) survived not only in idioms of some individual languages
but in almost “similar” idioms of a large number of present day languages of
Europe and beyond.

WIDESPREAD IDIOMS IN EUROPE AND BEYOND
Cross-linguistic lexical-semantic “similarities” of the idioms of some languages
have now and then come to the notice of phraseology researchers but have not
been studied systematically until recently. The similarities are usually explained
as contact-induced borrowings from one language into the other. Even more:
according to a persistent misconception, the tendency of languages to converge with respect to their idioms is seen as a sign of the increasing influence
of the English language in the wake of the so-called globalisation. Whether the
uniformity of idioms across different languages is related to the influence of
English in our times or has completely different causes can only be determined by means of data gained from comprehensive research on a large number
of languages. Some of the results, that emerged from the international project
Widespread Idioms in Europe and Beyond, over the last few years, may be
regarded as one small contribution in this area.
One of the goals of the project was to identify the core inventory of idioms
that exist in many European languages (and beyond) in the same or a very
similar lexical and semantic structure. First, a theoretical framework and a
suitable meta-language had to be developed (cf. Piirainen 2009, 2010). The
next objective was to systematically discover widespread idioms (WIs) across
as many languages as possible. Unlike the cross-linguistic phraseology which
usually focuses on two or three randomly selected languages, all European
languages accessible to idiom research were included. For this purpose, a network of competent collaborators was established, and questionnaires with potentially “common European idioms” were sent to about 250 experts of various
languages. We have received data for 73 languages spoken in Europe, among
them 55 Indo-European, 11 Finno-Ugric1 and five Turkic languages as well as
Maltese, Georgian and Basque, including 41 major and 32 lesser-used languages.
It was completely unpredictable which of the idioms would actually be widespread and which would fall short of our criteria. The questionnaires produced
about 360 units that are truly widespread across 40, 50 or more languages of
Europe and beyond. This set of idioms was then categorised according to their
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historical origins, i.e. their cultural foundations and the chronological layers
to which they may be assigned. It turned out that a large number of WIs had
already been widespread from the Middle Ages and following centuries onwards. The number of WIs, rooted in a genuinely modern layer and which may
be traced back to recent Anglo-American influence, seems to be very small.
The main goal of the project is now to compile the data, given by our informants on the background of this historical-etymological classification, in
order to create a lexicon of the widespread idioms which we call the Lexicon of
Common Figurative Units2 (cf. Piirainen forthcoming).

COMMON FIGURATIVE UNITS AND INTERTEXTUALITY
Further details resulted from this cultural-historical assignment of each widespread idiom: more than half of the entire inventory of our “common European idioms” (about 177 WIs) falls under the umbrella term of intertextuality.
By this we understand the relationship of an idiom with an already existing,
mostly identifiable text as its cultural and historical origin. Several types of
intertextuality can be distinguished, depending on whether the connection
between the textual source and the idiom is close or rather loose.
First, there are direct quotations from an individual text which gradually
developed into idioms but still can be identified as literary fragments by their
wordings, for the most part. Widespread idioms of this provenance range from
quotations from classical authors (e.g. to combine business with pleasure, tracing back to Horace’s De Arte Poetica, verse 343) or biblical verses (by the sweat
of one’s brow, Genesis 3:19) to various literary works (much ado about nothing,
the title of Shakespeare’s comedy).
The second group is not as easy to single out, namely widespread idioms
precursors of which were in circulation as early as in ancient times. The simultaneous occurrence of a given saying, in several ancient sources, is a sure
indication that it was already proverbial at that time. A prominent example is
the idiom the die is cast, which is often regarded as an utterance coined by
Caesar. As the sources show, Caesar did not create but quoted this phrase
which is in fact much older, already current and understood in its figurative
meaning in Greek antiquity.3 This second group includes WIs of biblical origin,
used proverbially in the Bible itself.
The largest number of intertextually related WIs, however, goes back to
once well-known stories, summarising a certain text passage or the general
idea of a text (cf. the first section). This form of intertextuality is particularly
important for the development of common European idioms. The knowledge
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of the narratives, side by side with the proverbial phrases, has greatly supported their wide dissemination. Let us briefly consider the different types of
stories which have mainly contributed to the widespread use of idioms, before
we will have a closer look at WIs originating from post-classical folk narratives
and old legends.
About ten idioms, popular in many current European languages, are rooted
in Greek mythology; they are allusions to legends about gods and heroes, events
surrounding the Trojan War or the Herculean tasks, as recorded by Greek and
Roman poets (to be the Achilles’ heel; to sweep the Augean stables; like the
sword of Damocles hanging over sb.). Little attention has been paid to idioms
originating in other types of stories that have been frequently retold since
antiquity, such as the WI (to know) the place where the shoe pinches. It is an
allusion to Plutarch’s comical tale (told in the Coniugalia Praecepta, ca. 22 AD)
about the Roman Aemilius Paulus who was blamed for divorcing his wife, with
whom he seemed to have lived happily, and answered “no one knows where
the shoe pinches like the wearer”.
Various Bible stories, particularly from the Old Testament, contributed to
the oldest layer of common European idioms (forbidden fruit; to worship the
golden calf; to have feet of clay). Furthermore, several currently well-known
WIs are documented in tales of both antiquity and the Bible, which indicates
that the phrases were already widely known in the Hellenistic cultural area
(e.g. a wolf in sheep’s clothing which goes back to Aesop’s fable and gained wide
dissemination by the Sermon of the Mount, when Jesus refers to a similar
fable, Matthew 7:15).
Other narrative sources of common European idioms are fables of the Aesopic
type (to strut in borrowed plumes; to enter the lion’s den; to fish in troubled
waters), fairy tales, which are partly treated as literature (to be a bird in a
gilded cage; to run with seven-league boots; an ugly duckling), and post-classical works of world literature (the most prominent WI of this provenance is to
tilt at windmills which summarises the gist of Cervantes’ famous novel Don
Quixote). In contrast to all these (partly well-known) literary sources the traditions of folk tales as foundation of common European idioms have been ignored for the most part.

WIDESPREAD IDIOMS IN FOLK TALES AND LEGENDS
This section deals with widespread idioms that can mainly be attributed to
various traditions of folk narration, partly post-classical tales, although parallels in works of antiquity may well exist. These idioms originate from allusions
to stories that once were widespread but fell into oblivion. The stories, how-
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ever, survived in their truncated form in very well known idioms of many
current languages. Among the 177 widespread idioms that developed by means
of intertextuality, the group of WIs rooted in popular narratives is rather small.
We can distinguish three groups, following the underlying type of story, namely
idioms that chiefly go back to traditional jests and comical tales, to once popular animal tales and to old myths and legends which resulted in concepts of
fabled animals. What the three groups have in common is the fact that not
only the idioms are widespread but that the motifs of the tales themselves are
elements of the folklore of various European language communities.
For reasons of space short comments on the linguistic specifics of the WIs (their structure and figurative meaning) will be given in smaller type. We will present the full data
only for three examples (see the Appendix). In the other cases, we restrict ourselves to
a small selection of idiom equivalents across the languages. There is no English equivalent of the idioms (3–4); here the German version will be quoted.

Jests and comical tales
The idioms (1–6) can be traced back to jester’s tales and the “topsy-turvy world”,
where fools try the impossible (adýnaton) and nonsensical things take place.
Idiom (1) is a good example to illustrate how the interaction between narratives and old proverbs can lead to the birth of a greatly widespread idiom.
(1) to carry water in a sieve
‘to try to achieve a goal by using a totally inappropriate tool which inevitably leads to failure and seems very strange and unusual’
There are diverse folktales that tell the story of a hero who is forced to solve
the impossible task of catching and carrying water in a sieve (or a leaky vessel,
a basket). This old motif is spread across Europe (cf. Grimms’ folktale Master
Pfriem, KHM No. 178) and can also be identified in the Greek myth of Hades,
where the daughters of Danaos had to scoop water into a jar that had holes in
it. Thus, the origins of the idiom lie in a variety of narrations and proverbs
that were common throughout the ancient world and the Middle Ages.4 Equivalents of the idiom as well as the textual sources behind it were spread across
Europe in the early times.
The broad figurative meaning given above encompasses several partly diverging aspects. The idioms of different languages vary with respect to the individual aspects of
this meaning that they highlight, which may be due to the diverse strands of tradition
of the underlying narrative motif. The idioms show some lexical variation in the verb
phrase (CARRY and SCOOP), while the nouns WATER and SIEVE are mostly invariant. Here
are some examples, all meaning literally ‘to carry (the) water in/with a sieve’: Swedish
bära vatten i ett såll, German Wasser in einem Sieb tragen, Romanian a că ra apă cu
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ciurul, Lithuanian sietu vandenį nešioti, Russian íîñèòü âîäó ðåøåòîì, Slovak nosit’
vodu v koši, Sorbian z kř idu wodu nosyć , Albanian merr ujë me shoshë, Estonian sõelaga
vett kandma, Tatar èëEê áåëEí ñó òàøó, Azerbaijani süzqEcdE su daşimaq.

(2) to put the cart before the horse
‘to put things in the wrong order or set the wrong priorities, to mistake
the effects for the cause, to reverse the right or natural order of things’
Idiom (2) belongs also to the context of a “world turning upside down”, where
senseless and ludicrous things take place. The scenario of putting a horse or
an ox behind the cart, or the cart before the team, was a popular folklore
motif. It occurs in the Carmina Burana and other texts, also in the Grimms’
folktale Master Pfriem (cf. (1)) in which in a man’s dream horses are harnessed
to the back of a wagon. The motif can also be found on tapestries and misericords
in late medieval art. As proverbial phrases, similar images have been used in
various languages since the Middle Ages. Ancient proverbs and narrations
linked to this motif may have supported its wide distribution.5
The data collected by our informants show that the languages focus on either the HORSE
or the OXEN concept. The first group of idioms can be roughly translated by ‘to put/
harness the cart/carriage before the horse’: Norwegian spenne vogna foran hesten, German den Wagen vor das Pferd spannen, Russian çàïðÿãàòü òåëåãó âïåðåäè ëîøàäè,
Czech zapř ahat konĕ za vů z, Hungarian lovak elé fogja a kocsit, Moksha Mordvin êðàíäàçòüôòàëó àëàøàòü êèëüäåìñ. The next idioms can be roughly translated by ‘to put the
cart before the oxen’: Breton eno e oa an denn war-lerc’h an arar, French mettre la charrue
devant les bœufs, Occitan bitâ el shariô dran dlou bioû, Romansh metter il char avant ils
bovs, Spanish poner antes el carro que los bueyes, Romanian a pune carul înaintea boilor,
Albanian vë parmendën para qeve.

(3) den Ast absägen, auf dem man sitzt (‘to saw off the branch upon
which one is sitting’), i.e. ‘to deprive oneself of the basis for one’s livelihood; to lose out through one’s own fault’
The old comical tale of a man sitting on the branch of a tree and cutting it off
was well-known since the Middle Ages in many European languages, ranging
from Finnish to Greek and from Livonian to Spanish.6 Idiom (3) is often listed
together with other proverbial phrases that express foolish actions harmful to
oneself and are reported by Roman authors (e.g. “to knock the bottom out of
one’s own ship” or “to burn one’s own harvesting”, cf. Spalding 1959: 77). The
core of this story can be recognised in the rich image evoked by the complex
sentence of all idiom equivalents.
The idioms of most languages can be literally translated as ‘to saw off the branch sb./
you/one(self) is/are sitting on’, e.g. Icelandic saga greinina sem e-r situr á, Dutch de tak
afzagen waarop men zit, Italian si taglia il ramo su cui si siede, Aromanian sh-talje
lumachia pi cai shade, Latvian (no)zā üē t zaru, uz kura pats sē , Belorussian ïiëàâàöü
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ñóê, íà ÿêiì ñÿäçiø, Czech podř íznout si vĕ tev, na které sedí, Serbian ñåħ è ãðàíó íà
êîjîj ñåäèø, Estonian seda oksa saagima, millel istud. Somewhat different verbs are
used in Lithuanian kirsti šaką , ant kurios sė di ‘to cut off the branch oneself is sitting on’,
Polish podcinać gałąź, na której si siedzi ‘to prune the branch you are sitting on’ or
Georgian ra totzets zis, imas jriso ‘he cuts off the branch he is sitting on’ and Romanian
a-ş i tă ia craca de sub picioare ‘to cut off the branch below the legs’. Deviant structures
have also been reported for Slovak pílie konár pod sebou ‘to saw off the branch below
oneself ’ and Hungarian (ön)maga alatt vágja a fát ‘sb. cuts down the tree under him/
her(self)’.

(4) mit Kanonen auf Spatzen schießen (‘to fire at sparrows with cannons’), i.e. ‘to use disproportionate means on an insignificant matter; to
take stronger action than is necessary to deal with a problem or situation’
The exact origins of this idiom are unclear. Most probably it is connected to old
folktales about a fool who tries to kill a fly (flies, bees, etc.) with an unsuitable
instrument (axe, cannon, sword or gun) and accidentally kills the person whom
the insect had been bothering.7 In medieval times, similar expressions are
recorded for Italian, French and English, where the animal is not a sparrow
but a fly (TPMA 3, 296), as is the case in the tales. The idea is that of someone
attacking a very small creature with an inappropriately heavy weapon, e.g.
with a sword, a crossbow or a falcon, and causing damage.
Our informants have cited variants with the concepts FLY and MOSQUITO for present
times, e.g. Dutch met een kanon op een vlieg/mug schieten, West Frisian mei in kanon op
in mich sjitte or Spanish matar moscas a cañonazos and Macedonian óáèâà ìóâè ñî
òîï, both meaning literally ‘to kill flies with cannons’, and Finnish ampua tykillä
hyttysiä ‘to shoot mosquitoes with a cannon’.8 Most other idioms literally mean ‘to
shoot/fire with cannons/with a cannon at sparrows’, e.g. Swedish skjuta sparvar med
kanon(er), French brûler sa poudre aux moineaux ‘to fire one’s powder at sparrows’,
Ladin ti stlopetè cun canuns ai spoc, Romansh trair cun chanuns sin paslers, Italian
sparare ai passeri con un cannone, Lithuanian šaudyti iš patrankos į ž virblius, Russian
ñòðåëÿòü èç ïóøêè ïî âîðîáüÿì, Slovak íst’ s gul’ometom na vrabce ‘to go with machine
gun against sparrows’, Macedonian óáèâà ìóâè ñî òîï ‘to kill flies with cannon’,
Hungarian ágyúval lő verébre, Moksha Mordvin êèðüõêñíåíü/îçÿñíîí ëàíãñ ïóøêàñà
ëÿöåíäåìñ ‘to fire one’s powder for sparrows’.

(5) to sell the skin before you have caught the bear
‘to count on future benefits that may never materialise; to divide expected profits etc. from a job that has not yet been accomplished’
The idiom refers to an old anecdote that was retold by La Fontaine (Fables V,
20) but later fell into oblivion. It is the tale of two travelling hunters who want
to pay for their lodging with the skin of a bear that has been seen in the area
but has not been shot yet. The story (erroneously ascribed to Aesop) appeared
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in print for the first time in Lorenzo Astemio’s (Laurentius Abstemius’)
Hecatomythium in 1492 (cf. Wesselski 1928: 88–107). The equivalents of the
idiom are dated or obsolete in some languages. Following the image of the
tale, they have partly preserved the complex sentence structure. In Slovak,
the concept BEAR has been replaced by WOLF.
Here are some examples: Icelandic selja skinnið áður en björninn er unninn ‘to sell the
skin before a bear has been overcome’, Swedish sälja skinnet innan björnen är skjuten
and Dutch de huid verkopen voor de beer geschoten is, both ‘to sell the skin before the
bear is shot’, French vendre la peau de l’ours avant qu’on ne l’ait pris and Italian vender
la pelle dell’orso prima d’averlo preso, both ‘to sell the skin of the bear before one has got
it’, Spanish vender la piel del oso antes de cazarlo ‘to sell the bear’s skin before hunting
it’, Romanian a vinde blana ursului din pă dure ‘to sell the skin of the bear in the forest’,
Latvian (sa)dalī t nenošauta lāč a ā du ‘to share (out) the skin of a bear that has not been
shot’, Russian äåëèòü øêóðó íåóáèòîãî ìåäâåäÿ ‘to deal the skin of the not-killed bear’,
Slovak predávae kož u vlka, ke ho ešte nechytili ‘to sell the skin of the wolf before one has
got it’, Hungarian elő re iszik a medve bő rére ‘sb. drinks on the skin of the bear in
advance’, Estonian laskmata karu nahka jagama ‘to deal the skin of the not-killed
bear’.

(6) to look for a needle in a haystack
‘to look for something that is impossible to find; to be bothered with
searching without any prospect of success’
There are many folktales of vain searches for objects. Probably, the idiom
refers to one of them, although the story of a fool who is hunting for a needle
in a haystack is not as widespread. Grimms’ fairy tale Clever Hans (KHM No.
32) tells about a fool who puts a needle into a hay cart. Here we want to point
to the Yiddish idiom (Appendix 1) which uses the concept HAYWAGON. There may
be a connection with an old proverb (Si acum quaereres, acum invenisses ‘Who
wants to search a needle, would also find it’, reported by Plautus and Menander
238), although the element HAY is missing here.9
The full data reported by our informants are presented in the Appendix 1 below, illustrating that idiom equivalents are remarkably widespread. They exist not only in most
of the European standard languages but also in a number of the minor and minority
languages and even in some non-European languages. The causes of the “popularity” of
this idiom in all these languages are still unclear. It is most probable that the idioms
go back to one and the same textual source, although this source has not been established definitely.

Two further widespread idioms belong in the context of “the world upside down”
and comical tales. Both idioms have been the topic of comprehensive studies.
Therefore, it is sufficient to point to these studies here. The first WI, to build
castles in the air ‘to make unrealistic plans for the future, to have unfounded
hopes and expectations’, has several sources; one of them is a folktale, spread
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all over Europe in different versions. The story is about persons, lost in their
daydream, who make great plans for the future but quarrel over details and
lose everything (see Mieder 2010 for details).
Trokhimenko (1999) investigates into the second idiom, wie ein Elefant im
Porzellanladen (‘like an elephant in a china shop’), i.e. ‘behaving in a rude way,
causing damage by one’s clumsy behaviour’. It may be rooted in tales about a
man and his donkey entering a potter’s shop, and various proverbs related to
this story, well-known in antiquity.
Animal tales
Animal tales are traditional folk stories in which animals act like human beings. Unlike animal fables in Greco-Roman antiquity (fables of the Aesopic
type), they were told for their own sake, as entertainment. Fables of the Aesopic
type are distinguished by their moralising intention. The purpose of these
fables is to illustrate a truth by means of a story. It is for this reason that Ben
Edwin Perry (1959: 20ff) considers animal tales and fables two very different
forms of art and products of different cultures. In our material there are some
widespread idioms that most probably go back to once well-known animal stories, otherwise their wide distribution across the European languages and beyond cannot be explained, cf. (7).
(7) to be/fight like cat and dog
‘(of two people who know each other well) to frequently have violent
arguments with each other, to keep quarrelling and get very angry with
each other most of the time’
The motivation of this idiom may be seen in the observation of animal behaviour: it gives the impression that both animals are constantly arguing. However, the rivalry between cats and dogs is the topic of various once well-known
European narratives in which the animals are said to have been friends at one
point but certain events have led to their enmity. The story is at the same time
an “etiological tale”, i.e. it gives account of animals’ behaviours, for example
“as from now on, cat and dog are each other’s worst enemies.”10 The idiom is
already richly documented in medieval texts of various vernacular languages
(see TPMA 6, 273ff).
See Appendix 2 for the full data. The idiom is exceptionally widespread. There are
records for equivalents in at least 68 European languages, among them most of the
lesser used languages that we analysed (the Inari Saami idiom was reported as a loan
translation from Finnish) as well as several non-European languages. Variants are
restricted to the constituent inversion, which is normal for similar binomials across
languages, and the choice of verb. Our informants have listed a number of different
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verbs (to be/live/behave/quarrel/understand each other, etc.). Only a selection of them
has been presented below. A truncated form (like cat and dog) and nominalised form (a
cat-and-dog life ‘a life of frequent or constant quarrelling’) exist as well.

(8) to play cat and mouse (with sb.)
‘to stall someone off, letting him/her wait for a (negative) decision; to
alternate harshness and leniency in one’s treatment of a helpless victim’
The roots of this idiom lie in the observation of animal behaviour: cats tend to
play with the living mice they caught for quite a while, letting them go a foot
or so away and then catching them again before killing their prey for good.
The cat’s play with a mouse, its physical superiority, which is set against the
intellectual superiority of the mouse, has been the topic of various folk tales
(such as the Ysengrimus, among others) and parables that were once widespread across Europe. It has also been present in proverbs since medieval
times.11
The idiom occurs in 53 of the European languages considered here.12 Some informants
reported variants with GAME, like Hungarian macska-egér játékot qű z vkivel ‘sb. plays a
cat-mouse-game with sb.’ or Turkish kedi fare oyunu ‘cat mouse game’. In the following,
the literal translation is omitted for those idioms that mean ‘to play cat and mouse
with sb.’: Norwegian leke katt og mus med noen, Swedish leka katt och råtta med ngn. ‘to
play cat and rat with sb.’13, Luxembourgish Kaz a Maus spillen mat engem, Yiddish
shpiln zikh vi a kats mit a moyz ‘to play as a cat with a mouse’, Welsh chwarae â rhywun
fel cath â llygoden ‘to play with sb. like a cat with a mouse’, French jouer au chat et à la
souris avec qqn., Catalan jugar al gat i al ratolí amb algú ‘to play the cat and the mouse
with sb.’, Aromanian tracã, ca matsa cu shoariclu ‘to play like a cat with a mouse’,
Latvian spē lē jas kā kaķ is ar peli ar kā du ‘to play with sb. as the cat with the mouse’,
Russian èãðàòü ñ êåì â êîøêè ìûøêè, Kashubian bawic sã z kims w kòta i mësz ‘to
play with sb. cat and mouse’, Bulgarian èãðàÿ ñè íà êîòêà è ìèøêà ñ íÿêîãî,
Albanian luaj si macja me miun me dikë ‘to play cat with the mouse with sb.’, Greek
pa…xw (max…) me k£poion Òpwj/san h g£ta me to pont…ki ‘to play with sb. as the cat with
the mouse’, Estonian kellegagi kassi ja hiirt mängima, Komi-Zyrian øûðöí-êàíüöí
âîðñíû êîäêöäêö, Mari ïûðûñ äåí êîëÿëà ìîäàø ‘to play cat-mouse’, Karaim mač y
byla syč an kibik ojnama ‘to play as a cat with mouse’, Tatar ìý÷å áåëýí òû÷êàí óåíû
óéíàó ‘to play cat and mouse’, Azerbaijani siçan-piş ik oynamaq ‘to play cat (and) mouse’,
.
Georgian k’at’a-tagvobanas tamashi ‘to play cat-mouse’, Maltese jilg’ħ ab tal-gurdien u
tal-qattus ‘to play cat and mouse’; Basque katu eta saguaren jolasean ibili ‘to play cat
and mouse’.

(9) as poor as a church mouse
‘very poor, having no wealth and few possessions’
Economy or poverty is the subject of several folk tales in which the protagonist
is a mouse (e.g. The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse, a motif also attri-
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buted to a fable of Aesop). The tale Cat and Mouse in Partnership (KHM No. 2)
seems most closely connected to idiom (9) because it is set in a church, where
cat and mouse together hide a little pot of fat under the altar for the winter but
the cat eats the fat and the mouse remains “poor”. It is probable that an old
proverbial expression was another basis for this idiom.14
Our informants have cited two main idiom variants: with the concept MOUSE and with
the concept RAT. Only Icelandic has both variants: fátækur eins og kirkjurotta/kirkjumús.
The areal distribution reveals some regularities: RAT can be found in the North Germanic languages, in Dutch and Breton, in the Baltic and North Finnic languages, while
all Slavonic languages use the variant with MOUSE. Examples with RAT: Norwegian
fattig som en kirkerotte, Dutch zo arm als een kerkrat, Breton bezañ paour evel ur razh
iliz, Provençal paure coume un gàrri de glèiso, Latvian nabags kā baznī cas ž urka, Lithuanian biednas kaip baž nyč ios ž iurkė , Estonian vaene kui kirikurott, Karelian köühü ku
kirikönrottu; examples with MOUSE: Scots a puir wee kirk moose, North Frisian so aarem
üüs en müs uun a sark, Luxembourgish aarm sin wie eng Kiechemaus, Romansh pover
sco ina mieur-baselgia, Romanian la fel de să rac ca un ş oarece de biserică , Russian áåäåí
êàê öåðêîâíàÿ ìûøü, Slovak chudobný ako kostolná myš, Polish biedny jak mysz
koś cielna, Kashubian biédny jak kòscelnô mësz, Croatian siromašan kao crkveni miš,
Serbian ñèðîìàøàí êàî öðêâåíè ìèø, Macedonian êàêî öðêîâåí ãëóøåö, Hungarian
szegény, mint a templom egere, Moksha-Mordvin àøó êîäà öåðüêóíü øååð.

Fabled animals
The roots of the following widespread idioms lie in age-old semiotisations of
animals that were handed down through various legends and books on natural
history since ancient times. One of the most famous works is the 37-volume
Naturalis historia of Pliny the Elder (23–79 AD), a remarkable attempt to summarise all the knowledge known to the Romans at that time. The early Christian canonical compendium of animal symbolism Physiologos (ca. 200 AD),
which was translated into Latin around the year 400 and subsequently into
many other languages, or medieval beast epics have also contributed to the
semiotisations of animals. The legendary behaviours of the phoenix, ostrich,
lynx and crocodile were passed on in this way; they led to the formation of
proverbial phrases and left traces in today’s Lexicon of Common Figurative
Units, although their origins may be lost in the mists of the distant past. Again,
not only the idioms but most notably the underlying narrative motifs have
been widespread since earliest times.
(10) to rise like a phoenix from the ashes
‘to emerge as new from something that has been destroyed; to find
renewal in destruction’
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Idiom (10) belongs to the oldest layer of common European figurative language. The phoenix was a mythical oriental bird. It was adored by the Egyptians as an incarnation of the sun god. For the Greeks (first mentioned by
Hesiod, ca. 700 BC), it was a symbol of eternal rejuvenation and immortality.
Herodotus (485–425 BC) tells the story of the phoenix as a bird that burns itself
in its nest of spices every five hundred years. The myth of its rebirth and rise
from the ashes to the sky was first narrated by Pliny the Elder in his Naturalis
historia (10.2.3ff). The phoenix found its way into Christian allegory by means
of the Physiologos and writings of early Christian poets and Church Fathers.
The legend was alive in the Middle Ages when the phoenix became a symbol of
resurrection in arts, painting and beast epics (cf. Öberg 2009).
Equivalents of idiom (10) exist in most of the 41 standard languages included in the
WI project but only in few of the lesser-used varieties. As it belongs to a high register
of language, there is no place for it in the less official languages. The idiom often
appears in truncated form as “to resurrect/rise (again) from the ashes” (Dutch uit zijn
as herrijzen, Slovak vystúpie z popola, Finnish nousta tuhkasta) or as a simile “like a
phoenix from the ashes” (Icelandic eins og Fönix úr öskunni, Belorussian ÿê ôåíèêñ ç
ïåïëó, Albanian si feniksi nga). Most of the further examples can be roughly translated
as ‘to rise like a/the (bird) phoenix (from the ashes)’: Norwegian reise seg som en (fugl)
føniks (av asken), Spanish renacer de las cenizas como el Ave Fénix, Romanian a renaş te
ca pasă rea Phoenix din propria cenuşă , Russian âîçíèêàòü êàê ôåíèêñ èç ïåïëà/
âîçðîäèòüñÿ èç ïåïëà êàê ïòèöà-ôåíèêñ, Polish powstać jak Feniks z popioł ów, Croatian
dić i se (kao feniks) iz pepela, Macedonian âîñêðåñíóâà êàêî ôåíèêñ îä ïåïåëòa,
Bulgarian âúçêðúñâàì êàòî ôåíèêñ îò ïåïåëòà; Albanian ringjallet si Feniksi, Hungarian fő nixként támad fel hamvaiból, Estonian fööniksina tuhast tõusma, Azerbajani
simurq quş u kimi alovdan yenidE n yaranmaq, Georgian peniksivit perplidan agdgoma.

(11) to hide/bury one’s head in the sand
‘to pretend a problem does not exist and deliberately refuse to accept the
truth about something unpleasant’
Idiom (11) goes back to the old mistaken belief that the ostrich hides its head
under (one of its) wings (in other versions: in a bush, in the sand) at the first
sign of danger, as if it did not want to see the danger. Although there is an
observation of nature behind this myth,15 it is due to the old semiotisation of
the bird. Pliny the Elder writes about the ostrich’s foolish behaviour in his
Naturalis historia (10.1) that the bird imagines, when it has thrust head and
neck into a bush, that the whole of its body is concealed. This has later been
taken up in the Physiologos (24.3: 259): “when it lays eggs it puts its head in
the sand” and other natural history and literary works.16
The three ancient and medieval ideas of the ostrich’s fabled behaviour – it
was believed to put the head under its WINGS, into a BUSH or in the SAND – has
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left traces in the idioms of present-day languages. The WING version appears in
Spanish meter/esconder la cabeza bajo el ala/debajo del ala ‘to put the head
under/below the wing’ and Catalan amagar el cap sota l’ala ‘to hide the head
under the wings’, while the BUSH version is still present in the Finnish idiom
panna päänsä pensaseen ‘to put one’s head into the bush’, with the same figurative meaning (probably supported by the alliteration, so common in Finnish
phraseology). In most languages, however, there is a version with SAND.
The following idioms can be roughly translated as ‘to stick/put/thrust the/one’s head in
the sand’: Icelandic stinga höfðinu í sandinn, West Frisian de kop yn it sân stekke,
Luxembourgish de Kapp an de Sand stiechen, Romansh chatschar il chau en il sablun,
Czech strkat hlavu do písku, Sorbian hł owu do pĕ ska tyknyć /tykać (kaž štrus), Croatian
zabiti glavu u pijesak (kao noj), Serbian ãëàâó ó ïåñàê, Bulgarian çàâèðàì ãëàâà â
ïÿñúêà, Hungarian homokba dugja a fejét. The next idioms mean approximately ‘to
hide the/one’s head in the sand’: Norwegian gjemme hodet i sanden, Latvian paslē pt
galvu smiltī s, Russian ïðÿòàòü ãîëîâó â ïåñîê, Polish chować gł owę w piasek, Estonian
pead liiva alla/sisse peitma, Moksha Mordvin (còðàóñ ëàöà) øóâàð àëó ïðÿ êÿøåíäåìñ,
Basque (ostrukak bezala) nork bere burua lurpean ezkutatu. Some idioms roughly mean
‘to bury the/one’s head in/under the sand’: Welsh claddu pen yn y tywod, Italian
nascondere la testa sotto la sabbia, Galician enterrar a cabeza na area, Portuguese esconder
a cabeça na areia (como a avestruz), Romanian a-ş i îngropa capul în nisip, Lithuanian
galvą į smė lį kišti, Turkish baş ini kuma gömmek.

(12) to be lynx-eyed
‘to have extremely sharp, penetrating eyes, good powers of vision’
Idiom (12) cannot be interpreted on the basis of today’s knowledge about the
lynx. The animal’s eyes are not sharper than those of other animals of the
Felidae family. The legend of the sharp-eyed lynx came into being due to a
number of historical “accidents”. In Greek mythology, good powers of vision
were ascribed to Lynkeus, one of the Argonauts. It is recorded in Horace’s
I. Epistle (1.28) that he was so sharp-sighted, that he could see through the
earth and distinguish objects that were miles away. Lynkeus’ name has been
connected with the similarly sounding Greek word lÚgx ‘lynx’. Again, this
semiotisation of the lynx was spread as “scientific” knowledge by various writers: Pliny called the lynx “the most clear sighted of all quadrupeds” (Naturalis
historia 8.28) while Plutarch and other scholars added the idea that the lynx
can penetrate through trees and rocks with its sharp sight. Konrad von
Megenberg praises the lynx’s acuity of vision and hearing in his influential Das
Buch der Natur (ca. 1350). Christian medieval symbolism connected the lynx
with “vigilance, watchful alertness”. This symbolic knowledge has almost completely been lost in the course of the following centuries but survived in figurative units like idiom (12).
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Equivalents of the idiom show different structures like “to have (the) eyes of a lynx”
(French avoir des yeux de lynx, Italian avere gli occhi di lince, Spanish tener los ojos de
lince), ‘to have lynx-eyes’ (German Luchsaugen haben, Dutch lynxogen hebben) or similes (e.g. German Augen haben wie ein Luchs, Slovak mat’ oč i ako rys, both literally ‘to
have eyes like a lynx’, Czech vidĕ t jako rys ‘to see like a lynx’), all meaning figuratively
‘to have extremely sharp eyes, good powers of vision’. The old semiotisation of LYNX can
be found in one-word metaphor, in the sense of ‘a person with good powers of vision, a
watchful, clever person’, and in idioms like German aufpassen wie ein Luchs ‘to watch
like a lynx’, meaning figuratively ‘to be very attentive and vigilant’ (cf. Dobrovol’skij &
Piirainen 2005: 272, 281f).

(13) to weep/shed crocodile tears
‘to show false or pretended sadness, to display insincere grief; to pretend
that one is weeping’
According to ancient legends, crocodiles weep pitifully like a child and shed
insincere tears of sorrow in order to lure their victims and when devouring
them. There is a physiological background to this: crocodiles make a moaning
sound and, after eating, shed excess salt from glands located just beneath the
eyes, giving the impression of tears. These legends of crocodiles are believed
to be of classical origin. Pliny the Elder and Seneca both give rather fantastic
accounts of the crocodile’s wiles. The legends were later expanded as “scientific” knowledge across Europe from the Middle Ages onwards (at a time when
crusaders became acquainted with real crocodiles for the first time) and the
crocodile became the symbol of feigned friendship. In his Das Buch der Natur
(ca. 1350), Konrad von Megenberg describes the crocodiles’ behaviour “when it
kills a person, it weeps over him” (wenn ez aines menschen ertoett, sô waint ez
in). The legend appears also in the famous Book of Travels (ca. 1356) attributed
to Sir John Mandeville. The proverbial phrase was spread across the European
languages by the humanists, by Erasmus, and other influential authors.17
For the full data see Appendix 3. As our research has shown, equivalents of the idiom
are extremely widespread. They are known in at least 55 European languages and also
in various non-European languages, with nearly the same lexical and semantic structure. The majority of these languages primarily use the nominal phrase “crocodile
tears”, meaning ‘an insincere display of grief, hypocritical sorrow’. While all the standard languages and various smaller languages analysed show quite a consistent picture, only some of the minor languages go their own way. With respect to this very wide
dissemination of the idiom, several aspects seem to come together here. The idiom
goes back to legends passed on from antiquity, on the one hand, and via other Asian
narrative traditions, on the other, into various cultural areas of Europe, Asia and
North Africa. However, there has not been any research on the route that the idiom
equivalents have taken to get into the individual contemporary languages, whether it
was through old traditional legends once well-known in the Indian, Arabic and European areas or based on a more recent layer of borrowing.
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to search for a needle/pin in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle/pin in a haystack/in the hay
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a pin/needle in the hay/haystack
to search for a needle in a haywagon
to search for a needle in the hay
to search for a needle in the haystack

to search for a big needle in the wilderness
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack

to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in the hay
to search for the needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack

Celtic Languages
Irish
ag tóraíocht na snáthaide móire san hásach
Welsh
chwilio am nodwydd mewn tas wair
Breton
klask ur spilhenn en ur bern foenn

Romance Languages
French
chercher une aiguille dans une botte de foin
Provençal
cerca uno espingolo dins un paié
Occitan
tsartsô una agulhë dintë un palhaou
Romansh
tschertgar ina guglia en in ladritsch fain
Francoprovençal tchartchà eun’ouya devénts lo fén
Venetian
çercàr l’ago in tel pagliaio
Italian
cercare un ago nel pagliaio

to search for a needle in the haystack
like to look for a needle in hay
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle/pin in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack

Indo-European Languages in Europe
Germanic Languages
Icelandic
að leyta að nál í heystakki
Faroese
sum at leita eftir nál í høy
Norwegian
lete etter en nål i en høystakk
Swedish
leta efter en nål/knappnål i en höstack
Danish
lede efter en nål i en høstak
English
to look for/to search a needle in a haystack
Dutch
een naald/speld in een hooiberg zoeken
North Frisian
en Neerel ön en Foderstak sjuk
West Frisian
om in nulle/spjelde yn in heaberch/heabult sykje
German
eine Stecknadel im Heuhaufen suchen
Luxembourgish
eng Spéngel/Nol am Hee/Heehoup sichen
Yiddish
zukhn a shpilke/a nodl in a vogn hey
Low German
en Nådl in’t Heu söken
Swiss German
e Gufe im Heuhuffe sueche

Appendix 1: (6) to search for a needle in a haystack

APPENDIX: FULL DATA OF THREE WIDESPREAD IDIOMS
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Finno-Ugric Languages in Europe
Ugric Languages
Hungarian
tű t keres a szénakazalban

sb. searches for a needle in the haystack

to search for the needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack

Albanian
Armenian

kërkon gjilpërën në kashtë
dezi mech asex pEEntrel

to search for a (small) needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the hay/haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack

Slavonic Languages
èñêàòü èãëó/èãîëêó â ñòîãå ñåíà
Russian
øóêàöü iãîëêó ó ñòîçå ñåíà
Belorussian
Ukrainian
øóêàòè ãîëêó ó ñòîçi ñiíà
Czech
hledat jehlu v kupce sena
Slovak
hl’adat’ ihlu v kope sena
Polish
szukać igł y w stogu siana
Kashubian
szëkac jigł ë w sanie/w kòpicë sana
Slovene
iskati/najti iglo v senu
Croatian
traž iti iglu u stogu/plastu sijena
Bosnian
traž iti iglu u plastu sijena
Serbian
traž iti iglu u plastu sena
áàðà èãëà âî ïëàñò ñåíî
Macedonian
Bulgarian
òúðñÿ èãëà â êóïà ñåíî

to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack

to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack

buscar una aguja en un pajar
buscar una agulla en un paller
buscar unha agulla nun palleiro
procurar agulha em palheiro
a că uta acul în carul cu fîn
ãl caftã-aclu tu stoglu di iarbã

Baltic Languages
Latvian
meklē t adatu siena kaudzē
Lithuanian
adatos šieno kupetoj ieškoti

Spanish
Catalan
Galician
Portuguese
Romanian
Aromanian

Elisabeth Piirainen
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to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haybarn

to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in a haystack
to search for a pin/a twig in the haystack
to look for a needle in a haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack
to search for a needle in the haystack

Volgaic Languages
èìûì øóäî êàâàíûøòå êû÷àëàø
Mari
Moksha Mordvin êàïà òèøå ïîòìîñòà ñàëìîêñ âåøåíäåìñ

Turkic Languages in Europe
Karaim
bič iań dia inia izliamia
üne aramak
Turkish
samanli kta iü
ïå÷ýí êèáýíåíäý èíý ýçëýó
Tatar
Azerbaijani
samanhqda iynEE/çöp axtarmaq

Georgian
Basque
Esperanto

Non-European languages
Tunisian Arabic jlawwi¦ ‘al ibra fī kū m tbin
Mongolian
θ âñθ íä çYY õàéõòàé àäèë
Aklanon
nag-ukay it dagum sa dagami

he looks for a needle in a haystack
to be so as if sb. searches for a needle in a haystack
to turn over and over for needle at hay/haystack

to search for a needle in the haystack

Permic Languages
êóðîëþêûñú âåíú óò÷àíû
Udmurt

tivis zvinshi nemsis dzebna
lastategian orratza bilatu
serĉ i kudrilon en fojnostako

to search for a needle/pin in the haystack
to search like a needle in the haystack

North-Finnic Languages
Finnish
etsiä neulaa/nuppineulaa heinäsuovasta
Estonian
otsi kui nõela heinakuhjast
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to be like cat and dog
to live like cat and dog
they live/are together like dog and cat
to live/can with each other like dog and cat
to live/be like dog and cat
to be like dog and cat/cat and dog
cat and dog
to live like dog and cat
like cat and dog

to quarrel/fight like dog and cat
to live like dog and cat
to live/be like dog and cat
to live/be like dog and cat

fel ci a chath/fel ci a’r hwch
bezañ evel ki ha kazh

to be like dog and cat
to be like dog and cat
like the dog and the cat
like dog and cat
to be like dog and cat
to be like dog and cat
to be like dog and cat
to be (like) dog and cat
to be like dog and cat

like a cat and a dog
to be like dog and cat

tugann siad íde na gcat is na madraí dá chéile to give them the ill-usage of the cats and dogs to each

Romance Languages
French
être comme chien et chat
Provençal
estre couma chin et chat
Occitan
c’mà la vès e ´l tsåt
Ladin
sciöche ãian y iat
Romansh
esser sco chaun e giat
Francoprovençal
ése come tchun è tchét
Venetian
èssar come can e gàto
Italian
essere (come) cane e gatto
Sardinian
essi comenti cani e gattu

Celtic Languages
Irish
other
Welsh
Breton

Indo-European Languages in Europe
Germanic Languages
Icelandic
rífast/slást eins og hundur og köttur
Norwegian
leve som hund og katt
Swedish
leve/vara som hund och katt
Danish
leve/være som hund og kat
English
to be/fight like cat and dog/like cats and dogs
Scots
tae be like cat an dug
Dutch
leven als kat en hond
North Frisian
jo lewe/san tup üüs hünj an kaat
West Frisian
mei inoar libje/kinne as hûn en kat
German
wie Hund und Katze leben/sein
Luxembourgish
wéi Hond a Katz/Kaatz a Hond sin
Yiddish
hunt un kats
Low German
as Hund un Katt leven
Swiss German
wie Hund und Chatz

Appendix 2: (7) to be/fight like cat and dog
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kā suns ar kaķ i dzī vot/plē sties
kaip šuo su kate

æèòü êàê êîøêà ñ ñîáàêîé
ÿê êîò ç ñàáàêàì
æèòè ÿê êiøêà/êiò ç ñîáàêîþ
být jako pes a koč ka
byt’/ž it’ ako pes a mač ka
ż yć z (z kimś ) jak pies z kotem
ż ëc jak pies z kòtem
być kaž /jako pos/psyk a kóč ka
kot pes in mač ka biti/gledati se/ž iveti
biti/ž ivjeti/svađ ati se kao pas i mač ka
ž ivjeti/mrziti se kao pas i mač ka
æèâåòè êàî ïàñ è ìà÷êà
êàêî ìà÷å è êó÷å ñå ñàêààò
êàòî êó÷å è êîòêà ñà

jeton si qeni me machen/ si majca me qenin
trègontai san to skÚlo me th g£ta
intschpes shunn u katun

Baltic Languages
Latvian
Lithuanian

Slavonic Languages
Russian
Belorussian
Ukrainian
Czech
Slovak
Polish
Kashubian
Sorbian
Slovene
Croatian
Bosnian
Serbian
Macedonian
Bulgarian

Albanian
Greek
Armenian

Finno-Ugric Languages in Europe
Ugric Languages
Hungarian
úgy élnek/vannak, mint a kutya meg a macska

estar como el perro y el gato
estar com (el) gat i (el) gos
estar/levarse coma o can e o gato
estar como cão e gato
a fi/se purta ca câinele ş i pisica
s-va ca cãtusha cu cãnle

Spanish
Catalan
Galician
Portuguese
Romanian
Aromanian

they live/are like the dog and the cat

to live like cat with dog/like dog with cat
to argue like the dog with the cat
like dog and cat

to live like a cat with a dog
like a cat with a dog
to live like a cat/a tom cat with a dog
to be like dog and cat
to be/live like dog and cat
to live (with sb.) like dog with cat
to live like the dog with the cat
to be like dog and cat
to be/look/live like dog and cat
to be/live/argue like a dog and a cat
to live/argue like the dog with the cat
to live like dog and cat
to like each other like dog and cat
they are like dog and cat

to live/squabble like a dog with a cat
like dog and cat

to be like the dog and the cat
to be like (the) dog and (the) cat
to be/behave like a dog and a cat
to be like dog and cat
to be/behave like (the) dog and (the) cat
they love each other like cat and dog
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like dog and cat
to understand each other/to live like dog with cat
like dog with cat

to live like cat and dog

like the cat with dog
like cat dog
like dog and cat
they are like dog and cat
like dog and cat
like the dog and the cat
to live with sb. like cat with dog

Volgaic Languages
ïèé äåí ïûðûñ ãàé
Mari
ëàäÿéõòü/ýðÿéõòü êîäà êàòñü ïèíåòü ìàðõòà
Moksha Mordvin
Erzya Mordvin
êîäà êèñêà êàòêàíü ìàðòî

Saamic Languages
Inari Saami
eelliđ tegu kissá já peenuv

Turkic Languages in Europe
Karaim
mač y byla jit kibik
Turkish
kedi köpek gibi
ýò áåëýí ìý÷å êåáåê
Tatar

Georgian
Maltese
Basque
Esperanto

Non-European languages
èò ìûøûêòàé áîëóí
Kyrgyz
Vietnamese
nhu, chó vó·i mèo mèo
Chinese
jiùxiàng mā o hé gou

like cat and dog
like dog and cat
like cat and dog

they live like dog and cat
to live like cat and dog

Permic Languages
ïóíûåí êî÷ûø êàäü óëûíû
Udmurt
Komi-Zyrian
êàíÿ-ïîíìà ìîç îâíû

^
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dzaghli da k’at’asavit arian
qishom kelb u qattus
txakurra eta katua bezala
vivi kun iu kiel hundo kun kato

to be/live like cat and dog
to be/live like cat and dog
they live/are like cat and dog

North-Finnic Languages
Finnish
olla/elää kuin kissa ja koira
Estonian
olema/elama nagu kass ja koer
Karelian
eletäh/ollah kun kišša ta koira
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to weep/howl/shed crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
to weep/shed crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
to weep/piss with crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears

to cry crocodile tears

to shed crocodile tears
to let fall crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to weep/shed crocodile tears
to weep with crocodile tears
to weep/shed crocodile tears
to weep/shed crocodile tears
to weep with crocodile tears
to weep with crocodile tears

Celtic Languages
Welsh
wyl/crio dagrau crocodeil

Romance Languages
French
verser des larmes de crocodile
Provençal
toumba de lagremo de croucoudile
Occitan
versaou de ligreumma ‘d cocodrillë
Romansh
cridar larmas da crocodil
Venetian
piànzar lagrime de cocodrio
Italian
versare lacrime di coccodrillo
Spanish
llorar/derramar lágrimas de cocodrilo
Catalan
plorar amb llàgrimes de cocodril
Galician
chorar/verter lágrimas/bágoas de crocodilo
Portuguese
chorar/derramar/verter lágrimas de crocodile
Romanian
a plînge/plânge cu lacrimi de crocodil
Aromanian
plãndze cu lãcãrnji di crocodile

to weep/howl crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
to weep/shed crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears

Indo-European Languages in Europe
Germanic Languages
Icelandic
að gráta/skæla krókódílatárum
Faroese
at gráta krokodillutár
Norwegian
gråte krokodilletårer
Swedish
gråta/fälla krokodiltårar
Danish
græde krokodilletårer
English
to weep/shed crocodile tears
Dutch
krokodillentranen wenen/huilen/vergieten
North Frisian
Krokodilstuaren skruali
German
Krokodilstränen weinen/vergießen
Luxembourgish
Krokodilstréine kräischen
Yiddish
veynen/pishn mit krokodil-trern
Low German
Krokodilstranen wenen
Swiss German
Krokodilsträne brüele

Appendix 3: (13) to weep/shed crocodile tears
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to shed/weep crocodile tears
to shed/weep crocodile tears
to shed/weep crocodile tears
to pour out/shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to pour out/shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
to weep/cry with crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears

Slavonic Languages
ëèòü/ïëàêàòü êðîêîäèëîâû ñëåçû
Russian
Belorussian
ëiöü/ïðàëiâàöü êðàêàäçiëàâû ñë¸çû
ëèòè/ïðîëèâàòè êðîêîäèëÿ÷i ñëüîçè
Ukrainian
Czech
prolévat/ronit krokodýlí slzy
Slovak
ronit’ krokodílie slzy
Polish
wylewać /ronić krokodyle ł zy
Slovene
toč iti/pretakati krokodilje solze
Croatian
roniti krokodilske suze
Bosnian
liti/roniti krokodilske suze
Serbian
liti krokodilske suze
ðîíè êðîêîäèëñêè ñîëçè
Macedonian
ðîíÿ/ïðîëèâàì êðîêîäèëñêè ñúëç
Bulgarian

Albanian
Greek
Armenian

sb. sheds/drops crocodile tears

to weep/shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears

to shed tears of crocodile
to shed crocodile tears

Finno-Ugric Languages in Europe
Ugric Languages
Hungarian
krokodilkönnyeket hullat/ejt

North-Finnic Languages
Finnish
itkeä/vuodattaa krokotiilin kyyneleitä
Estonian
krokodillipisaraid valama

Volgaic Languages
Moksha Mordvin êðîêîäèëîíü ñåëüìîâåòòü ïÿÿðüôíåìñ
Erzya Mordvin
âàëîìñ êðîêîäèëýíü ñåëüâåäòü

të derdhësh lotë krokodilii
cÚnw
cÚn
w /kla…w me krokode…lia d£krua
kokordilosi arcunkner tapel

to weep crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears

Baltic Languages
Latvian
raudā t/liet krokodila asaras
Lithuanian
krokodilo ašaras lieti
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Non-European Languages
Egyptian Arabic dumū ‘ timsah
Tunisian Arabic
jid rif dumū ‘-ittamā sī h
Farsi
mesleh ashkeh temsah
Swahili
kumwaga machozi mamba
Hindi
magar mach ka ansu bahana
Telugu
mosali kanni:ru
Malayam
mothali karayannu
øîëîêòîï íéëîî
Kyrgyz
Mongolian
ìàòàðûí íóëèìñààð óéëàõ
Thai
namta jorrake
Chinese
liú xià/liú chū
´
?
A t cá sâu
Vietnamese
chay
nu,ó,c mA
Aklanon
euha it buaya

crocodile tears
he sheds crocodile tears
like the crocodile tears
shedding crocodile tears
shedding/flowing tears of crocodile
crocodile tears
crocodile tears
crocodile tears
to weep crocodile tears
crocodile tears
crocodile tears
to shed tears of a crocodile
tear of crocodile

sb. sheds crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears

Georgian
Maltese
Basque
Esperanto

niangis tsremlebs ghvris
jibki dmug’ tal-kukkudrill
krokodilo malkoak isuri
vershi krokodilajn larmojn

like crocodile tears to cry
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears
to shed crocodile tears

Turkic Languages in Europe
Karaim
krokodil jašlar kibik ilama
Turkish
timsah gözyaş lari dökmek
êðîêîäèë êóç ÿøå
Tatar
Azerbaijani
timsah göz yaşi tökmEEk
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NOTES
1

Minor languages like Erzya, Karelian, Komi, Mari, Moksha, Udmurt, Veps and Inari
Saami are included in the project, thanks to the great support by Anneli Baran and
Terje Keldola from Tartu and Anna Idström from Helsinki with mediating experts.

2

The focus is not so much on “European” because many WIs exist also in non-European languages; cf. also Paczolay 1997.

3

In his Adagia (1.4.32) Erasmus of Rotterdam already suspected that Caesar had
reverted to a common proverbial phrase, the correct version of which is alea iacta
esto! ‘The dice is to be thrown’.

4

There is a number of Greek and Latin proverbs affiliated to this motif (Hansen 2002:
71f; Uther 2004: No. 801, 1180), which found their way into the famous proverb
collections (cf. Erasmus’ Adagia 1.4.60: cribro aquam haurire) and also came into the
vernaculars in this way (cf. AT 1180; TPMA 10, 339f and 12, 137).

5

~
The Middle Greek proverb /Amaxa tÒn boun
›lkei ‘The carriage draws the bull’ mentioned in Diogenianos’ Pantodapé lexis (3.30) can be identified in other authors’
works, e.g. in Erasmus’ Adagia (1.7.28), and in Egbert’s Fecunda Ratis (1.317): Ante
boues uersum non uidi currere plaustrum ‘I did not see running any cart turned before
the oxen’ (cf. AT 1249; Jones 1989: 201–203; Hansen 2002: 72f; TPMA 9, 334f and
12, 312).

6

According to Uther (2004 No. 1240) this tale motif goes back to Oriental (IndicArabic) literary sources. See also AT 1240; EM 1, 912ff.

7

See AT 1586, 1586A; Uther 2004 No. 1585; EM 4, 1284ff for more detail.

8

Comparable ideas are handed down via an Estonian proverb Mine’nd sääske suuretükiga laskma ‘Just go and fire with a cannon at a mosquito’ and by idioms such as
Kashubian wëbrac sã ze seczer na mùchë ‘to go with the axe against the fly’, Albanian
e vret mizën me sëpatë ‘to kill the fly with the hatchet’ and Bulgarian óáèâàì ìóõà ñ
ïàðåí ÷óê ‘to kill a fly with a steam hammer’. There is also a Chinese equivalent: dà
pào dă má què ‘to shoot with a cannon at a sparrow’.

9

See also AT 1685; EM 9, 1137ff.

10

See Wesselski 1928: 13–17; Röhrich 1960: 259; AT 200; EM 7, 1104 for more detail.

11

Cf. Röhrich 1960: 258; TPMA 6, 451; EM 7, 1104f; Moser Karagiannis 2009.

12

Compare also Tunisian Arabic lu‘batu-lqitti wa-lfa’ri ‘the game of the cat and the
mouse’, Vietnamese chò.i trò mèo vò.n chuôt ‘to play the game cat-jump around-mouse’,
Mongolian ìóóð õóëãàíà áîëîõ ‘to play cat and mouse’, Aklanon hampang it kuring
ag eanggam ‘to play of cat – mouse/rat’.

13

In Swedish idioms the word råtta ‘rat’ often occurs where other languages use the
word meaning ‘mouse’; cf. Blume 2001, see also idiom (9).

14

See AT 112 and Uther 2004 No. 112 for details.

15

When the ostrich hen senses danger while it is sitting on the eggs, she will stretch her
long neck towards the ground to better blend into the surroundings.
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16

The allusion to the fabled bird can also be identified in the Medieval Latin proverb
collection Fecunda Ratis (1, 737).

17

See Schöne 1993: 73–76; EM 8, 487.
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